Insert the XFrame™ Stays into Stay Channel which is located in the lower back of your TYR Tactical™ Carrier (Figure A). The top of the Stays should clear Channels by 2” (Figure B). Attach webbing to give min./max. range for XFrame™ Stays (Figure C & D). Adjust the XFrame™ Stays to 1 of 4 angle attachment points (Figure E) provided on XFrame™ Brokos Belt to meet the end user’s body type and comfort. Secure the stays (Figure F & G).

Secure the back closure of the XFrame™ Brokos Belt via tri-glide in-conjunction with hook and loop (Figure H & I). To obtain the proper fit, bend slightly forward and set the Belt in the desired location then tighten. After the XFrame™ Brokos Belt is set, adjust and tighten Base Belt to desired fit, comfort and load.